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PREFACE.
There are many people including bankers, who do not under-
stand Co-operative Bank procedure. To them the Co-operative
Bank and its method of doing business is extremely complicated.
This idea is prevalent, hov/ever, not because the subject is
unimportant nor lacking in interest, but because there is practi-
cally nothing written about this banking business that is responsi-
ble for over $533,740,000. to 519,198 people scattered in 227 banks
in our Commonwealth of Massachusetts.*
The only reference book that deals intimately v/ith co-operative
banks is that of Clark and Chase ’’Building and Loan Associations”
and even this book is very general and brief in its statements con-
cerning co-operative banks.
It is because of this lack of information that I have written
on ’’Saving Loaning and Investment Methods of the Co-operative Bank.”
I believe that if the system is explained well, it is easily under-
stood .
My purpose therefore in writing this article is to explain the
savings, loaning and investment methods of co-operative banks.
It is not written to examine the advantages or disadvantages of the
system, but to show the investor and the borrower how to use a Co-
Operative bank, what these banks do, and v/hy.
This Article is divided in three parts, the introduction, the
savings section and the loaning section. It is necessary to under-
stand fully the savings section to appreciate the loaning section
because the loan is repaid in part, at least, by the application of
the savings of the borrov/er which are deposited under the savings
plan in these banks.
* Massachusetts Bank Commissioner’s Report, October 31, 1929 - P. 4
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Part I INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1
HISTORY
A Co-operative Bank is a mutual savings and loaning institu-
tion chartered by the State and composed of members who have asso-
ciated themselves together to invest their savings in amortized
loans on real estate to certain of their members. The Commissioner
of Internal Revenue says ”In general, a co-operative bank is one
organized under the State Laws of Massachusetts which accumulates
funds to be loaned primarily to the shareholders for the purpose of
building or acquiring homes."*
These banks have two functions; first, the saving of money
, and second, the loaning of these savings to members on real estate
security on an amortized basis. As will later be explained, the
method of amortization is one of accumulating savings in the same
bank toward the depletion of the loan. To appreciate better, the
present methods of the Co-operative Bank, something of its history
is necessary.
The year 1931 is the one hundredth anniversary of the founding
of the Oxford Provident Building Association which v/as organized
January 3, 1831 at Frankford, a suburb of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The organizers patterned their society along the lines of those they
were familiar v/ith in England. So it is seen that these societies
had a very early beginning.*
Massachusetts chartered its first society, the Pioneer, in
1877. The Honorable Josiah Qunicy in 1875 asked the legislature to
pass an act authorizing the establishment of a Building Association.
*Bulletin on Taxation-Department of Internal Revenue, Page 56
*Araerican Building Association News-January
,
1931, Page 10
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It is to him that the credit should be given for introducing
this system of savings in Massachusetts. It was not until May 4,
1877 however that the bill was signed by the Governor. The Honor-
able J. Q. A. Brackett, later a Governor and another proponent of
the bill, said "Of all the bills with which I have had any connec-
tion, this bill I feel most proud of."-^ He might well feel that
way for it was one of the most widely discussed bills ever passed
in the Legislature.
The first banks were called Co-operative Savings Fund and
Loan Associations and were under the supervision of the Insurance
Commissioner because an old act of 1854 gave him charge of the so
called Loan and Fund Associations and this law had never been re-
pealed.
In 1879 the Commissioner of Savings Banks took charge of these
banks. At that time a bank was not restricted to first mortgage
loans and could invest in any securities permitted savings banks,
and could also charge a premium for its money.
In 1881 these banks numbered twenty five and even though they
v/ere now restricted to loans on first mortgages they had assets
of $1,056,135. In 1889 mortgage loans could only be made in
Massachusetts. The reason for this restriction was that one bank
had made one loan outside the State. In 1890 share loans* were
permitted and income was made exempt from taxation. A little
later, their names were changed to Co-operative Banks and they v.^ere
placed in a special division under the supervision of the Commissioner
of Banks.
This new enterprise gained public confidence slowly. The banks
had a hard struggle in the early days but the soundness of the system
* A History of Co-operative Banks - D. Eldridge.
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soon 6nlist;©d the support of many public spirited men to whom
) should go a great deal of the credit for making the banks the in-
fluence for savings and home ov/nership that they nov/ are.
Chapter 2.
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
The name, Co-operative Bank, is peculiar to Massachusetts
and to a few banks in southern New Hampshire and northern Rhode
Island. All other states have names similar to Building and Loan
Associations though there are about forty different names for the
same type of institution in the United States .-«
Although tne banks are knov/n as Building and Loan Associations
they do not all have the same system of doing business. There are
four types of Associations that may work under either of these plans;
the Terminating Plan, Serial Plan, Regular or Permanent Plan and the
Dayton Plan.
A. The Terminating Plan is the oldest plan in the Building and Loan
Associations. This plan calls for but one series of shares which,
when matured, automatically terminates the society. This plan is
nearly non-existant at the present time due to its inflexibility.
If shares are not purchased at the beginning of the series the amount
of back payments due to catch up with every other member becomes so
heavy that new members are discouraged. This keeps the Association
very small and as a private enterprise.
B. The Serial Plan is the outgrowth of the Terminating Plan. To
overcome the hardship of making up back payments and to continue
the association indefinitely, a new series of shares is issued at
stated intervals. Each share has a value at maturity of Two Hun-
dred Dollars ($200.00) Payments must be made monthly at One
Dollar per share i^til these payments plus the accumulated interest
^Building & Loan Association-Clark & Chase, Page 40
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reach Two Hundred Dollars ($200.) This system will be explained
in detail later.
C. The Regular Plan eliminates the necessity of v^aiting for the
stated interval before subscribing to shares as is necessary in
the Serial Plan and makes membership easier by a more flexible
method. Shares may be purchased at any time and the regular month-
ly payment continued from the date of subscription. This plan
eliminates group records and involves individual accounting.
D. The Dayton Plan is the extreme in the Building and Loan pro-
cedure and 3S not far removed from a mutual saving bank. Shares
may be purchased at any time on which payments may be made when
convenient without fine or other penalty. Interest is added at
stated periods on the amount on deposit. Shares however must be
purchased but when they are nearly fully paid, new ones are issued
so that the account is never affected by them.
Some of the following variations are also prevalent in some
sections of the country. Some Associations have double payment
shares. Instead of paying One Dollar a month. Two Dollars is
paid and in this manner the share is matured in about three fourths
of the usual time. It takes three fourths instead of one half
the time for the maturity because interest compounds more slowly
in the shorter period.
Also, in the West, there are associations selling certificates
of indebtedness and guaranteed stock. Guaranteed stock is fully
paid stock which may be drawn on to guarantee fixed dividends on
the other issues in the association. It is a permanent fund sub-
scribed to enable the association to determine the maturity date
of its shares.
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The Co-operative Bank works under but one of the above plans v.’ith
no variations. It is the Serial Plan and will be given in detail
in Chapter four.
CHAPTER 3
CO-OPERATIVE BAM ORGAHIZATION
The Co-operative Bank is a mutual institution chartered by the
State with capital unlimited. Each shareholder may have from one to
forty unmatured shares and from one to ten matured shares and from
one to ten paid up shares, and double the number in a joint account.*
Each shareholder has but one vote regardless of his holdings so
that the society is democratic. The purpose of limiting holdings
is to insure the small saver equal opportunities of saving and the
limiting of voting power equal rights in management. There is no
proxy voting.
The shareholders elect their directors, w'ho in turn, elect
their committees and often the officers of the bank, though it rests
with the shareholders whether the by-laws prescribe this manner of
election. The directorate is staggered, that is, though the term
of office is usually three years, only one third of the board come
up for re-election in any one year. ’’The board must consist of at
least five members I’*
The important committees of a Co-operative Bank are the
Appraisal Committee, often called the Security Committee, the Exec-
utive Committee and the Finance Committee. The Security Committee
is the most active of all committees. It passes on all the loans,
inspecting carefully the security for each one. It is composed of
at least three, who must be shareholders, and v/ho are usually paid
a set fee for each examination. This committee often meets weekly
to approve the loans they have been busy the rest of the week ap-
praising or inspecting.
*Statutes o'f' the Commonv/ealth of Massachusetts Co-operative Banks
1. Section 12— 2. Section 7
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LCo-operative Banks loan on construction mortgages and as the
work has to be frequently inspected to guard against poor workman-
ship and inferior materials, it is vital that the inspectors be
experienced men if they are to safeguard the bank’s investment.
V.'ith their knowledge of the loans and their daily contact with the
bank, they are probably better informed than the other members on
the board and have a very great influence in the bank’s policies.
Appraising of property is a science in itself and for this
reason it is important to secure capable as well as interested men
on the Security Committee.
At this particular time, the finance committee of a Co-opera-
tive Bank is an important one. Most banks have a large surplus
of tininvested funds and it is the duty of this committee in the ab
sence of an investment committee, to invest the money. This is
rather difficult when rates are so low. The investments will be
explained in part 2, chapter 9.
The Executive Committee passes on all matters of major import
ance which affect the policy of the bank.
The officers of the bank are; a president, one or more vice-
presidents, a treasurer and assistant treasurer. The treasurer
usually acts as Clerk of the Board of Directors because in Massa-
chusetts very few banks nov/ have a Secretary, that position having
been merged with that of Treasurer v/hen Co-operative Banks became
financial Institutions.
The President is often engaged in other lines of business or
is a retired merchant whose name and prestige adds to the bank’s
popularity. Rarely does thei president or vice president act in
more than an advisory capacity and so is seldom paid a salary.
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The active officers of the bank are the treasurers. Up to a few
years ago, hardly a co-operative bank v;as large enough for the
treasurer to have an assistant but today, most every bank of three
millions of assets or more, has at least one assistant treasurer.
These men, or women, as there are a number of women assistant treas-
urers, do the bulk of the executive work.
The clerks make up the balance of the organization and for the
most part are women and girls. This is because co-operative banks
have always tried to cut overhead expense to the lowest figure and
female help has been found cheapest. In this line of v/ork they
have proven very efficient as is seen by the number v/ho have been
elected assistant treasurers. The work is not difficult and with
the exception of bank week, the v/ork is not burdensome.
Treasurers and clerks are always under a blanket bond to pro-
tect the bank in case of a misappropriation of funds.
This completes the bank organization. Unlike many institu-
tions in the field of finance, it is not connected with any other
bank. Each bank is a separate organization. The only connection
v/ith other banks is through its depository which may also act as
a collecting agent. Commercial banks accept co-operative bank
payments because these banks often carry good balances and rarely
borrow. These are the only branches a co-operative bank has.
In theory, a co-operative bank may consolidate with another
in the same town but in practice, it requires that "tv/o thirds of
the shareholders favor such action and that tv/o thirds present
and voting at the meeting’ favor the proposal.* Because of the
scattered membership it is almost Impossible to pass a merger vote.
^Co-operative Bank Statute-Section 45
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Part II SAVINGS
Chapter 1
SERIAL SHARES.
There are three kinds of shares in a Co-operative Bank, serial,
matured and paid up.
The number of shares one may hold are provided for in the stat-
utes as follows.* "No person shall hold more than forty unmatured
shares or more than ten matured shares and ten paid up shares in any
one bank at the same time."
*Shares may be issued to or in the name of tv/o persons or the
survivor, and in the event of death of either, the corporation
shall be liable thereon only to the survivor and while both are
living, payment to either shall discharge the liability to both.
The joint ownership of shares shall not confer the right to vote to
a greater extent than if they were held by an individual."
This permits one in a joint account to have eighty serial
shares, tv/enty matured shares and tv.enty paid up shares, but if this
number is held in a joint account, one may not also hold shares
individually.
The statutes are interpreted how'ever, to mean that a person
may control but eighty serial, twenty matured and twenty paid up
shares. This practice, although its legal justification is ob-
scure, has this result:
Serial Matured Paid Uu
Individually, A. may hold 40 10 10
Individually, B. may hold 40 10 10
Jointly they may hold 40 10 10
120 30 30
* Section 12 of Chapter 168 Massachusetts Statutes.
* Section 15 of Chapter 168 Massachusetts Statutes.

V/ith the above interpretation, neither controls more than the
law allows.
The Serial Plan is a method of saving which requires a deposit
of One Dollar each month for each share purchased until the share
reaches the maturity of of Two Hundred Dollars ($200.) This value
is reached by totaling the deposits plus the earned interest on
the deposits. Interest is compounded quarterly or semi-annually
at each issuance of a new series of shares.
For example, a bank paying dividends compounded quarterly at
the rate of five per cent would mature a share in one hundred and
forty six months. One Hundred and Forty-Six Dollars ($146.)
would have been deposited, one dollar for each of these months,
and the interest compounded quarterly on the deposits would equal
Fifty Four Dollars ($54.) y/hile the value of the share would be
Two Hundred Dollars ($200.)
The following table of share values shows, at a given quarter,
the number of each series of unmatured shares, the number of dol-
lars that should have been paid on each share, v/hich is also the
number of months the series has been running, the accumulated
interest w^hich has been compounded quarterly at five per cent on
the number of dollars deposited and the total of these last two
columns which is the value of the share.
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131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
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150
151
152
153
154
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156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
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VALQE OF SHARES
Not including December Dues.
Amount Paid Total Profit
per Share per share
$144.00 $53.31
141.00 50.89
138.00 48.53
135.00 46.24
132.00 44.01
129.00 41.85
126.00 39.75
123.00 37.72
120.00 35.75
117.00 33.84
114.00 31.99
111.00 30.20
108.00 28.47
105.00 26.80
102.00 25.19
99.00 23.63
96.00 22.13
93.00 20.68
90.00 19.29
87.00 17.95
84.00 16.67
81.00 15.44
78.00 14.26
75.00 13.13
72.00 12.05
69.00 11.02
66.00 10.04
63.00 9.11
60.00 8.23
57.00 7.40
54.00 6 . 62
51.00 5.88
48.00 5.19
45.00 4.55
42.00 3.95
39.00 3.40
36.00 2.89
33.00 2.42
30.00 2.00
27.00 1.62
24.00 1.28
21.00 .98
18.00 .72
15.00 .50
12.00 .32
9.00 .18
6.00 .08
3.00 .02
Present and V;ithdraw-
ing Value per share.
$197.31
191-.89
186.53
181.24
176.01
170.85
165.75
160.72
155.75
150.84
145.99
141.20
136.47
131.80
127.19
122.63
118.13
113.68
109.29
104.95
100.67
96.44
92.26
88.13
84.05
80.02
76.04
72.11
68.23
64.40
60.62
56.88
53 . 19
49.55
45.95
42.40
38.89
35.42
32.00
28.62
25.28
21.98
18.72
15.50
12.32
9.18
6.08
3.02
Last Dividend 5% Per Annum.
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This table is figured on the basis of the value of one share.
To find the value of more than one, multiply by the number v/anted.
The series number is important to all shareholders as it
tells the value of a share in the series owned. Everyone who
buys shares in the series on sale during the quarter, purchases
them with the series number for that period. Each succeeding
period issues a new series with a higher serial number, hence the
name of serial shares. The value of the share of all the share-
holders who have purchased shares in the same series is equal,
other things being the same.
Dividends are computed each time a new series of shares is
issued. The above value of share table shows the dividend if
figured quarterly. Such a method is equitable because the busi-
ness is a partnership, all shareholders agreeing to share profits
and losses equally as to their holdings, therefore when new shares
are sold and new partners taken in, the profits are adjusted.
Dividends are never withdravn under the serial plan except-
ing when a share is withdrav/n, which may also be through forfeit-
ure, retirement, or maturity and so the interest is cumulative.
It is by this method of accumulating interest that shares
mature in one hundred and forty six months, figuring interest at
five per cent, compounded quarterly.
The rate of interest depends upon the earnings but in most
banks these earnings permit a constant rate. The changing of the
dividend rate will usually change the maturity of the shares.
The time to mature a share cannot be guaranteed but can be
ascertained quite correctly.
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To deterin'’’ne how to figure the amount of dividend as shovm
in the dividend column on the value of share table, take the
value of the share at the beginning of the period, add the average
number of dollars on deposit during the period and figure three
months interest at five per cent. The result will give the in-
crease in the dividend for the three months period.
For example, find the quarterly dividend on one share in
series 153.
The amount of dues paid $78.00
The dividend earned on this
share 14.26
Value of share at begin- $92.26
ning of the period
The average number of dollars on deposit:
$1. on deposit 3 months $3.00
$1. on deposit 2 months 2.00
$1. on deposit 1 month 1.00
To average divide by 3}J $6 . 00
Average for the quarter $2.00
$92.26 Value of the Share
2.00 Average for the period
$94.26 Total on deposit for three months
. 05 Dividend rate
$4.7130 Dividend for a year
1.18 Dividend for three months
To prove this calculation, add $1.18 to the dividend of
series 153 which is $14.26, a total of $15.44, the exact amount
of the dividend in series 152.
Payments on shares are made on or before the monthly meeting
which is usually not a certain date such as the first of the 'month,
but a certain day, such as the first Monday or second Tuesday.
The date is rarely the same but is always the same day in the month.
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Payments must be made with the pass book so that proper credit
may be given the shareholder. Payments may be made in advance, but
no interest is paid on such payments. Payments may be made at
branch offices but withdrawals, may only be made at the bank. Re-
ceipts for moneys are rarely given as the pass book is the evidence
of payment.
The Serial Plan is flexible allov/ing one to increase or de-
crease the number of shares carried. New shares are always on sale.
If however, one cannot carry the shares now held, the monthly pay-
ment can be reduced and those shares withdrawn which are not to be
continued
.
One of the most difficult things to explain in a Co-operative
Bank is how to figure the different fines. Section 37 of the
statutes says, ”A shareholder making default in the payment of his
monthly dues and interest shall be charged such a fine, not exceed-
ing two per cent on each dollar in arrears. No fine shall be
charged after the expiration of six months from the first lapse in
any such payment, nor upon a fine in arrears."*
"No shareholder whose shares are v/ithdrawn, forfeited or re-
tired, shall be charged with fines in excess of the profits distri-
buted thereto, and if no profits have been distributed to such
shares, no fines shall be charged. This section shall not prevent
a borrower ^rom being charged with fines according to lav/, upon in-
terest in arrears.*
Fines are figured as "straight" or 2^ with the 2^ fine having
variations. The straight fine is used af*ter the account has
*Co-operative Bank Statutes-Section 37
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fallen in arrears and no payments have been made since the default,
in other words, a continuous default.
The straight fine is two per cent or tv/o cents on every dollar
in arrears, both dues and interest, and is cumulative. That is,
if you hold one share and are in arrears for one month, the fine is
two cents; two months six cents; three months, twelve cents, etc.
The following example shows the accumulation of the fines upon
non-payment of dues on one share from one to six months:
First month amount due ^1.00 fine $ .02
Second month amount due 2.00 fine .04
Total fine for tw-o months $ .06
Third month amount due 3.00 fine .06
Total fine for three months ^ .12
^'ourth month amount due 4.00 fine .08
Total fine for four months $ .20
Fifth month amount due 5.00 fine .10
Total fine for five months $ .30
Sixth month amount due 6.00 fine .12
Total fine for six months $ .42'“
This example will show^ the fine on a Ten Dollar a month pay-
ment in arrears for six months:
i^onth Dues Fine Date of Payment
1930
June $10.00 June 1, 1930
July, Aug.
‘Sept Oct.
Nov. Dec. Jan.
of 1931 70.00 4.20 Jan. 1, 1931
The fine for six months, July, August, September, October,
November, December, continuous default, is forty two cents for
each dollar owed and as the payment is Ten Dollars a month, the
fine is 10 x 42 = $4.20
>^Copy of the fine table published by the Vr'orkingmens Co-operative Bank

The 2^ fine is collected in two different ways although the
basis of the fine is the same as the straight fine. When there
has not been a continuous default in the payments and payments
have been made v/ithout bringing the account to date, the 2% fine
is used.
^he least common w^ay ! s to collect the total fine, as if all
arrears were paid in full at each payment. The straight fine is
used to collect the first fine and on all succeeding payments, the
2% fine.
For example:
Month Dues Fines Date of Payment.
1930
June 10.00 June 1, 1930
July 10.00 1.20 October 1, 1930
August 10.00 1.40 December 1, 1930
September, Oct. and)
November, December )
and January 1931 ) 50.00 .80 January 1, 1931
3.40 total fine's
Explanation:
The June payment of $10. is made before the bank day and so
is not fineable. The July payment hov/ever, is not made until
October. This is a straight fine for three months, July, -^ugust,
September or .12 x 10 = $1.20
The August payment is made in December and as the fine was
paid in full for the months of July, August and September to
October 1, 1930, the only additional fine for the three months of
August, September and October is at 2%
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Augus t
Septe-aber
October
|:io.oo
10.00
10.00
Total number of dollars owed :p30.00 x .OS = .60
November however has not been)
fined and must be added ) 10.00
Fine is cumulative so total) $40.00 x .02 - .80
number of dollars owed )
1.40 Total fine3
In January, all the arrears were paid in full and as all the
fines were paid to date in December, there is only a two cent fine
on all the months left ov/ing at that time.
September $10.00
October 10.00
November
.
10.00
December 10.00
$40 . 00
X . 02
.80 00 Total finei’
Collecting the straight fine first as in the above method,
has the advantage of being in possession of the fine in case of a
default on a mortgage account, but has no ^articular advantage with
a savings account.
The more common way of collecting the 2% fine does not collect
the straight fine until the last fine when all arrears are paid.
There is no difference hov/ever, in the amount of fine collected
under either method.
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This method only collects the fine on those payments in ar-
rears that are paid and then at 2% a month.
For example:
Month Dues Fines Date oaid
1930
June •o1—
1
June 1930
July •o1—1 .60 October 1930
August 10. o00• December 1930
Sept. Oct.
January of
Nov. Dec. and
1931 50. 2.00 January 1931
$3.40 Total fines
The June payment is made on time and is not fineable. The
July payment is not made until October. At this time the July
month owes a two cent fine for three months, or 6 x 10 = $.60
for defaulting for three months, July, August and September.
The August payment is not made until December. -^t this
time the August month owes a two cent fine for four months or
8 X 10 - $.80 for defaulting for four months, August, September
and November.
September, October, November, December and January are paid
in January, bringing the account to date. Four months are fine-
able. September, October, November and December and as this
payment brings the account to date it is a straight fine for four
months or 20 x 10 = $2.00 Total fineS$3.40
The straight fine is used in all banks to collect the fine
when there has been a continuous default. Vv'hen the default has
not been continuous, variations of the 2% fines are used. This
fine is a combination of the straight fine with the 2% fine.
Either of the last tv/o methods of figuring the amount of the fine
is the same.
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Shares may be withdrawn at any time although thirty days no-
tice to the Treasurer may be required, while the Board of Directors
may demand ninety days notice. The pass book must be presented.
The value of share list gives the withdrawal value of each
share as of a certain bank day, but as dues payments may be made
in advance, or may not have been made to the date of the list, ad-
vance dues must be added and delinquent dues, subtracted to arrive
at the withdrawal value of the shares.
An example of this would be ten shares of series 161 paid
through the month of January. The date of the share list is
November but as December and January dues have been paid the value
of the share is now Tv/o Dollars more than the value of the share
as listed, or $62.62
Share lists are issued at each distribution of profits to
show the accumulation of interest. If issued monthly the value of
the dues v/ould change monthly while the dividends would change
at each distribution of profits.
Some banks have a withdrawal fee which is a method employed
to either increase income or discourage withdrav/als, sometimes both.
Tt is a charge against interest earned often a 20^ deduction of
profits on withdrawals of shares in force five years and less.
Banks that have such a fee can afford to pay a higher dividend.
The example given of the value of share list does not show a
withdrav/al fee column, but the amoiont so retained by the bank would
I
appear next to the dividend column and the value of the share would
be reduced by the amount of the fee.
\^hen shares are unpaid for more than six months the Board of
Directors may vote after thirty days’ notice to forfeit them.
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If they are so voted, a registered mail notice is sent to the share
holder stating this fact.
Shares that are forfeited cease to participate in the profits.
The v/ithdrawal value of such shares are closed out and set up in a
Forfeited Share Account and the credit held until the shareholder
presents the book for withdrav/al.
Unpledged shares may be retired by vote of the Board of Direc-
tors after four years from the date of their issue but this is rare
ly done because until recently, the banks always needed money and
now they have money, hesitatate to incur the ill feeling of the
shareholders by asking them to withdraw.
Prior issue shares are serial shares sold in a series issued
prior to the current one. Such shares are sold v/hen a bank is in
need of f’onds. They are bought by people who have a sum of money
to invest and who do not wish to continue paying monthly for one
hundred and forty six months, or approximately by the tv/elve year
period. Prior issue shares at maturity may be converted into a
matured share vdth its many advantages.
They are partly paid shares but are not necessarily shares
that have been v/ithdrawn and re-issued, but may be nev; shares. No
particular number of shares is ever issued in a certain series as
the capital of Co-operative Banks is unlimited. It makes no dif-
ference how many shares are sold, therefore no record is needed to
number each share. V/hat regulates the sale is the demand for mort-
gages and as it is uneconomic to pay interest on money not used,
this proves an effective check to over capitalization.
The pass book is the only record the depositor has of the pur-
chase of any serial share. 'On the cover is written the name,
address, number of shares purchased, series, and date series was
issued. Inside the book is the dues column, where the regular
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monthly payment is entered, an interest coluiun, which I will explain
later, a fine column, v/here all fines are entered, a loan column to
be explained, and a column for the month that is being paid and
finally a date stamp column to show the date payment is recorded.
Upon the signing of a signature card, a pass book is issued
in which is entered the purchase of shares. Every month before
the bank day, the dues payment must be made, one dollar for each
share purchased. Late payments incur a 2% cumulative fine.
The money may be withdrawn in part or whole, at any time in
share values. If not withdrawn the shares mature in about twelve
years and are worth Tvfo Hundred Dollars each.
The value of a share is determined by adding the monthly dues
to the accumulated dividends. If a withdrawal fee is charged,
the amount is deducted from the profits reducing the value of the
share.
It is necessary to understand thoroughly this savings plan
to know how the real estate loans are handled. The serial share
plan of savings is half the loaning method.
Chapter 2
Matured and Paid Up Shares
There are two other kinds of shares sold by Co-operative Banks,
the matured share and paid up share. The matured share is a fully
paid share which has been converted from a serial share that has
matured to the value of Tv;o Hundred Dollars.
Serial shares may be converted into a permanent investment if
the bank is in need of funds at the time. A stock certificate is
issued, although the statutes do not provide for them. however,
the custom is carried out in all banks and the legislature will
probably pass a bill this year authorizing their issue.
^
•^Senate Bill IBS-Massachusetts Senate 1331 Legi slat lire
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Dividends are payable by check at the same time and at a rate
that is usually the same as that paid on serial shares. It may
not by statute exceed the serial share rate and is sometimes lower.
Matured Shares may be retired in the same manner as serial
shares and may be cashed at the bank upon presentation of the certi-
ficate properly endorsed.
i^aid Up Shares are fully paid shares that were not serial
shares. They may be purchased v/hen a bank needs funds upon the
payment of Two Hundred Dollars ($200.) If purchase is made between
dividend dates, accrued interest must be paid. Co-operative Banks
are limited to 10^ of their assets in the amount of Paid Up Shares
that may be issued. The rate of dividend may not exceed 5% nor
more than that paid on either of the other two types of shares.
A Stock Certificate is issued. Dividends are paid by check
and certificates cashed the same as a Matured Share.
In case of the dissolution of a Co-operative Bank, all share-
holders share profits and losses equally. There are no preferred
shares
.
Chapter 3
Co-operative Bank shares may be transferred. To transfer
serial shares requires the pass book, a transfer of interest in the
shares by the former owner to the new owner and the payment of a
two cent state tax for every share transferred. There is no
Federal Stamp transfer tax.*
The new o^^^rler must also fill out a signature card at which
time the name is changed on the pass book and the transfer completed.
Matured Shares and Paid Up Shares may be transferred by pre-
senting the Share Certificate properly assigned to the new ov.-ner.
This means endorsing on the back of the certificate one’s name to
the power of attorney form.
^Bulletin on Taxatl on-Department of Internal Revenue Stamp Taxes
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The State Stamp Tax is also collected and a new signature card
asked for. The nev; certificate is then issued in the name of the
new owner.
Many banks provide in their by-laws for the collection of a
transfer fee of ’’twenty five cents.* -Sy Statute ’’the fee may not
exceed this amount, and it pays for the clerical work involved in
a transfer and discourages unnecessary changes.
*Co-operative Bank Statutes-Section 39
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Part III
LOANS AND INVESTMENTS
Introduction.
Until the last year, practically all the investments of a
Co-operative Bank were in loans to shareholders. ’^Ninety per cent
were in first mortgages of Massachusetts real estate and ten per
cent in share and certificate loansf"but because of the stagnation
in the real estatemarket, fev/ homes being financed, the banks
have accumulated thousands of dollars waiting for real estate invest-
ment.
The foreclosure of a number of mortgages has further aggra-
vated conditions. It is well therefore to understand these phases
which, although not entirely nev,, have assumed great proportions
in the Cooperative Banks.
Because of these conditions, the banks have found it necessary
to invest in low yield'*^tov/n and city notes or bonds. The restric-
tions will be explained later in the chapter on Investments.
Chapter 1
SHAPE LOANS AND CERTIFICATE LOANS
”Loans may be made upon unpledged shares to an amount not exceed-
ing 90^ of their withdrawal value at the time of the loan and for
every such loan, a Note shall be given accompanied by a transfer and
pledge of the shares borrowed upon.”
Unpledged shares are those free shares which have not been
placed as collateral for a real estate loan. Shares that are
pledged against a share loan are not considered pledged shares and
therefore may be retired after four years as provided and explained
in the retirement of share section.
^l.Bank Commissioners Report, January, 1931 -Co-operative Banks, Page 7
^2.Bankers & Tradesman-January 8, 1931-Page 1
>^5econd clause Section 54 Chapter 168 Massachusetts Statutes.
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The share loan note cannot be written for any amount hut only
in such multiples as is provided in the by-laws of the bank. Some
by-laws provide for loans as small as Ten Dollars ($10.) but Fifty
Dollars ($50.) is the usual multiple.
SHARE LOAN NOTE
$ Rate io No.
Boston, iiass., 19
HAVING BORROWED and this day received
from the Co-operative Bank, a Corporation duly established by law
Dollars
,
I hereby assign, transfer and set over to the said Corporation all
ray right, title and interest in and to shares
of its capital stock as collateral security for the payment thereof,
said shares being in the following series, viz:
Share in Series Share in Series
Share in Series Share in Series
Share in Series Share in Series
The right is hereby given the borrow'er to withdraw any one or
more of the above shares and to substitute other shares of this bank
in other series so long as the total paid up value of the shares then
pledged herein exceeds by 10 per cent the balance then due on this
loan.
For value received, I promise to pay to
said Corporation or its order, Dollars,
at or before its monthly meeting on the second Friday of each and
every month hereafter, being the amount of the monthly dues on the
shares herein pledged and on such shares as may hereafter be substi-
tuted as above provided and of the monthly Interest upon said loan,
for which this note is given, together with all fines chargeable by
the By-Laws of said Corporation upon arrears of such payments until
said shares shall reach the ultimate value of twohundred dollars each,
or otherwise sooner to pay to said Corporation or its order, the
amount loaned me by it, with interest and fines, as aforesaid, I agree
in all respects to be governed by the By-Laws of said Corporation.
SIGNED IN PRESENCE OF
The Note is a collateral loan note. The collateral is all the
shares held by the borrov/er. The Note provided an assignment and
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and transfer of the shares giving the bank recourse to the value
of the shares in case of default. It provides for the substitu-
tion of shares orovided there is still a ten per cent equity in
the withdrawal value of shares above the loan. It acknowledges
the receipt of a certain sum of money and for value received,
promises to pay the amount monthly with interest. The monthly
payments total what is due on shares plus interest on the loans.
It does not promise to pay the amount borrov/ed in a lump sum but
does reserve the right to pay in full at any time if convenient.
The Note is dissimilar from other collateral notes in that it
is a demand note as far as the borrower is concerned but payment
cannot be demanded by the bank except when the collateral is with-
drawn or the shares are matured, retired or forfeited.
In the event the shares are closed out for any of the above
reasons, the loan is deducted from the value of the shares and the
balance paid tothe shareholder.
The interest rate for share loans is usually the same as that
charged for real estate loans and at the present time is six per cent
This interest ispaid from the date of the loan until the next bank
day and every month thereafter at the S9me time the dues are paid.
Payments of dues must be made to date, before a share loan is granted
By this method the dues and interest are always paid through the same
month and a payment of one without the other is not accepted .
This also keeps the interest paid in advance as are the shares.
Interest is fineable on arrears payments at the same rate and
manner as the arrears on dues are fineable. There is no rebate of
interest for loans repaid betv;een interest dates or bank days.
Neither is the note negotiable.
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’’Loans :Tiay be made upon matured or paid up shares to an amount
not exceeding 90^ of their face value as represented by the certifi-
cate." For every such loan a note shall be given accompanied by a
transfer of the certificate as collateral. The certificate loan is
very similar to the share loan. The certificate is pledged and the
right to transfer its value to the bank in the event of default is
received. In this case the certificate is retained by the bank,
v:hereas the pass book, which is the only evidence of shares a free
share borrower has, is retained by the shareholder so he may continue
conveniently his monthly payments.
The note is an acknowledgement of the debt, ’’having this day
borrowed." It also promises to pay the amount borrowed together
with interest at stated periods.
The usual way to collect the interest is to send a bill every
three months starting from the date of the loan.
There is no due date on the loan and it will continue indefi-
nitely as long as the interest is paid and the shares are not retired
or withdrawTi.
Trustees cannot borrow on shares in their trust unless the
Declaration of Trust gives the trustee that authority.
The trustee account is often used as a convenient way to carry
an account for a minor child and as a lav/ful method to carry more
than the legal number of shares permitted one person.
The money in these accounts really belong to the trustee who
has created a fictitious trust. However after creating a benefi-
ciary the trustee without a declaration of trust giving the author-
ity is stopped by his own act to borrow the money of his beneficiary.
The above requirements are the usual ones in most co-operative banks.
^ c^assachusetts Co-Operative Bank Statutes -Section 27
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At the present time in many banks either member of a joint
account has the power to borrow v'ithout the signature of the other.
This practice is hupheld on the the theory tliat such is the arrange-
ment made when the account was opened and further that as either
may withdraw the account in full no increased liability is incurred
by permitting one to borrov;’.
Practice varies in different co-operative banks on a nu?nber of
important methods of proceedurefor the reason that f evr cases have
ever been before the court for interpretation of the statutes. As
each bank has a different attorney, what is good practice in one
bank may be poor in another, but on major points of law the Bank
Commissioner’s office is strict in its interpretation.
CHAPTER II
REAL ESTATE LOANS.
The Co-operative Bank has about 90^ of its assets in first
mortgages of Massachusetts real estate. This real estate must
be in Massachusetts and the loan must be secured by a first mort-
gage.* The exception to this occurs only when a bank holding a
first mortgage grants an additional mortgage. This additional
mortgage becomes a second mortgage, but as there is no prior mort-
gage to the one the bank holds, the two mortgages are considered
as one.
No loan may exceed ^8000. V.lien the property is improved
real estate the equity of the borro?/er shall be at least 20^ above
all encumbrances, and when vacant land, the equity shall be at least
50 per cent.
Many banks refuse applications for seasonal property and com-
mercial property. Seashore and summer property are refused because
*Co-operati ve Bank Statute-Section 26
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the risks are much greater due to the lack of regular income or
of useage. Commercial property is rarely accepted because the
banks were founded for a different purpose, namely, to encourage
home ownership. Another reason is that security committees,
because of the above feeling, have never become suff'iciently fam-
iliar with commercial values to safely loan on this type of prop-
erty. Property half residential and half commercial is usually
acceptable for a loan. Different banks have different rules as
to kind of property acceptable and where for example, a city bank
may refuse to loan on a house without a cellar, a coijintry bank may
not consider this point as having any bearing on the soundness of
the security.
The first act to place a co-operative bank mortgage requires
the filing of an application. The statutes state that the appli-
cation must be in writing and include the date and amount of loan,
name of the applicant and description of the property. Descrip-
tion means in most banks, not only the details of the interior and
exterior of the house, including a description of the grounds, but
the exact location of the lot, which to actually determine, may
require a plot plan as well as a deed.
Many banks also consider as very important the moral and credit
standing of the applicant. Examining an applicant’s ability and
willingness to keep a mortgage in good standing is a modern phase
of co-operative banking which in the past was overlooked. The new
method checks both security and the applicant. The credit rating
is determined from information given by the applicant, an outside
report from a credit service company and from information received
from other banks.
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If there are any mortgages on the property they must be
discharged before the Co-operative Bank Mortgage is put on.
If they are not open mortgages, permission for their discharge
must be received and in the event a second mortgage is to con-
tinue, permission to raise it must be obtained. Raising in this
sense means to replace it by wTiting a new one and putting it on
record after the co-operative bank first mortgage has been re-
corded. The expense for this is paid by the borrower.
The application is not binding on either the applicant or
the bank. It is merely a request to find out hov/ much money the
bank will loan the applicant on the property to be pledged as col-
lateral. After the bank makes its offer there is no contract ’on-
til the offer is accepted and so until there is an agreement there
is nothing to bind either party.
When the application has been properly filled out and the
above explanation made to the applicant it 1s signed, and the se-
curity committee fee paid. It is then sent to the Committee for
their inspection.
The Security Committee fees vary in different banks. The
usual fees are from Three Dollars to Fifteen Dollars, depending
upon the location of the property or in the manner the committee
is paid. Some committees receive a fee for each inspection, v/hile
others receive a yearly salary. The bank never makes a profit on
the security committee fees, but rather incurs a loss.
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iNo applicant pays more than the cost of the appraisal and most ap-
plicants pay less. For this reason the fee is usually retained by
the bank whether the application is accepted or rejected.
Especially Important is the time and experience this committee
gives to construction loans. One of the cheapest methods of build-
ing and financing a house is the co-operative bank way because
there are no bonuses, fees or inconveniences as a permanent mortgage
is placed once and for all at the usual rate of interest. The
plans and specifications complete in good form are presented to the
Security Committee who examine them, inspect the lot, and determine
the amount of the loan.
They also Inspect the work as the house progresses and advance
the money according to work done. A schedule of fouir payments is
often used, for example:
-First (25%) When the house is boarded in, chimneys built and
roof completed.
Second (25%) When finished outside and plastered, includinc^
the skim coat. ' °
^
ihird (35^) ’When completed, ready for occupancy and built t
•
to^ plans and specifications furnished.
This means lighting fixtures in place, ranges
connected, pliambing connected, etc.
Fourth (15^) Forty days after completion, or if notice of
the general contract is recorded prior to the
recording of the Bank’s mortgage, forty days !
after, the date when such contract is to be per-
formed, PROVIDED no second hand lumber is used
and that at each payment the property shall be
free from all liens, attachments, violation of
restrictions and other encumbrances, which in
the opinion of the attorney for the Bank might
affect its title under said mortgage, and all vroik;
and materials shall be satisfactory to the Secur-
ity Comiiilttee. The right is reserved to apply
any amount not advanced to remove any encumbrances
The applicant to pay the reasonable expense to
which the Bank may be put for the appearance and
service of counsel In any suit or process brought
against the Bank by reason of its having made or
accepted this loan.
^^chedule of the Workingmens Co-operative Bank
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SPECIAL NOTICE. No loan will be made for erection, alteration or
repair of a building, if notice of the general contract has been
recorded in the Registry of Deeds prior to the recording of the
Bankas mortgage unless a satisfactory bond is provided, guaranteed
by a Surety Company to protect against all liens for labor and
materials
.
The money is always paid to the mortgagor v/ho in turn pays
the contractor. Payments may be assigned but the bank can never
accept an order.
The distinction is that a bank acceptance is negotiable paper
and as such may be discounted as it is the promise of the bank to
pay. Co-operative Banks were never given this power, but can
honor an assignment.
The forty day payment of 15 per cent is to protect the bank
and the mortgagor against liens on the property. ^ workman or
creditor 'has forty days in which to file a lien after performing
the v/ork or furnishing material. So as to be sure there are none
of these encumbrances, this payment is held up for forty days.
A thesis could be written on appraising and values but that
is outside the purpose of this article which will continue from
the appraisal.
^fter an inspection of the property, the committee usually
meet weekly to discuss the loans. If they agree to grant a loan,
a vH'itten report signed by at least two members of the appraisal
committee must approve the security offered and certify the value
of the property. As this committee’s recommendations are rarely
questioned by the Board of Directors, the next step is to notify
the applicant.
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QUALIFICATIONS
The applicant receives a letter stating that his loan has been
accepted or rejected. If accepted, it may be at a lower figure
than the amount asked for or it may be conditioned upon the comple-
tion of certain prescribed work. The letter also states from
what meeting date the money v/ill be available and the amount neces-
sary to qualify. If the demand for loans is great, one week only
is given for qualifying.
Qualifying is the paying of advance dues and interest on the
loan. It is required for two reasons, first, to live up to the
letter of the law which states that every borrower shall be a share
holder and second, to protect the attorney who examines the title,
by insuring him his fee in the event the loan does not go through,
''‘hen this occurs the value of the shares must be returned to the
shareholder, but the interest may be applied to the attorney’s fee.
The amount due to qualify depends upon the amount of the loan
and when the last series of shares v;as issued.
^very borrower must be a shareholder. This is the reason it
is essential to understand the serial share system as explained in
part one. It- is by this method of saving that the loan is repaid.
For every Two Hundred Dollars borrowed, one share is purchased.
If the loan were Eight Thousand Dollars, forty shares would be
bought. Vk'hen shares are issued in the month the loan goes through
one month’s dues and one month’s interest is the qualification fee.
In the example above, if the interest rate were six per cent.
Eighty Dollars is the fee. If however, the loan is not granted
until the third month after a series of shares is Issued, three
months’ dues and one month’s interest is the fee.
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Shares are subscribed for in the name of the mortgagor. ^
pass book is issued and the loan and qualification payment entered.
Payments of dues and interest are made thereafter on or before the
Bank Day and both are fineable for late payments. Interest is pay-
able the same as the dues and must be made at the same time.
The two entries are entirely different transactions however but
for the convenience of the borrower, are made at the same time in
the same book. The dues payment which is applied toward the pur-
chase of shares is the savings account and is as distinct from the
mortgage account as if it were in another book. These shares are
the same kind a serial shareholder owns, and are governed by the same
rules. The only time they affect the mortgage is when they are
withdrawn and then their value is applied toward its repayment.
The mortgage remains at its original figure except w^hen it is
reduced by direct partial payments or by the reduction of loan to be
explained later. This explains why the monthly payments remain the
same, with the above exception, during the life of this loan. The
monthly payment is usually one per cent of the mortgage, half being
applied to dues and half to interest.
The exception to the one per cent rule occurs when the loan is
in odd hiindreds. As a share must be purchased for every Two Hundred
Dollars borrowed and as shares are not divided, the same number of
shares must be purchased for odd hundreds as if the loan were for the
next even hundred. $7900. w'ould require forty shares. The monthly
interest at six per cent however would be but $39.50 making the
monthly payment $79.50
•^fter the borrower has qualified he must show his deed or leave
a title reference which is to enable the conveyancers and attorneys
to run down the title and to certify it. ^fter a few days the bor-
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rower is notified by the attorney that papers are ready for his sig-
nature.
PAPERS
The three papers the borrov/er finds it necessary to negotiate
are the i^ote, Mortgage and insurance Policies.
The Real Estate Note is similar to the Share Loan Note. It
provides for a receipt of the money paid, an assignment of shares
and transfer of the shares and a promise to pay in monthly install-
ments the dues and interest on the loan until the shares reach the
ultimate value of Two Hundred Dollars, or otherwise sooner. ^t
has these additions:
"If monthly payments as aforesaid fall in arrears for more than
four months, the aforesaid loan shall become due and payable and be
recovered after notice given as provided by law."
"This Note and Mortgage given as security therefor are subject
to the provisions of Chapter 170, Section 36 of the General Laws
of Massachusetts."
There is also one exception, no provision is made for the sub-
stitution of shares. ^his would be an impossibility in a real es-
tate loan v/hich has a definite maturity with the one statute excep-
tion, the Reduction Loan.
This is a copy of a co-operative bank mortgage.
MORTGAGE^
of County, Massachusetts, for consideration paid
grants to the Co-operative Bank, situated in Boston,
Suffolk County, Massachusetts, with Mortgage Covenants to secure the
payments of Dollars and interest and fines as
provided in Note of even date, the land in
*Copy of mortgage used by the V/orkingmens Co-opera"^ ive Bank
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1. Including all furnaces, heaters, ranges, gas and electric fix-
tures, screens, screen doors, avTiings and all other fixtures of
whatever kind and nature at present contained in said buildings, and
hereinafter placed therein prior to the full payment and discharge
of this mortgage.
2. I hereby transfer and pledged to the said mortgagee, shares
in the series of its capital stock as collateral
security for the performance of the condition of this mortgage and
said Note upon which shares said sum of Dollars
has been advanced to me by the mortgagee. The monthly payments under
this mortgage are
3. In the event of an assignment of this mortgage, interest on the
unpaid balance of the principle shall be at the rate of six per cent
per annum.
4. This mortgage is upon the statutory co-operative bank mortgage
condition for any breach of which the mortgagee shall have the stat-
utory co-operative bank power of sale.
5. This mortgage is upon the further condition that all fire insur-
ance policies covering the buildings on the mortgaged premises shall
be made payable to the mortgagee bank and be delivered promptly into
its custody.
6. I, wife of said mortgagor, release to the
mortgagee all rights of dower and homestead and other interests in
the mortgage premises.
V7ITNESS hand and seal this day of 19
SIGNED
Acknowledgement by Justice of the Peace or Notary Public.
The record of the registry of deeds.
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The Mortgage is self-explanatory and is similar to other mort-
gages with one or tv/o exceptions. The second covenant provided for
the transfer and pledge of shares and specifies the monthly payments
to be made on the mortgage. The third covenant specifies the
interest rate if the mortgage is assigned. A co-operative bank
mortgage, in practice, can be assigned in but one instance and that
to an insurance company upon the disagreement as to loss. The mort-
gage and note less the value of shares is assigned upon the payment
of the balance due on the mortgage.
The fourth covenant provides for the power of sale for a breach
of statutory conditions. Chapter 183 of the General Laws, Section
23, states the Co-operative Bank Mortgage Conditions, while Section
24 gives the Co-operative Bank, power of sale. These statutes are
quoted under the Foreclosed Property Chapter.
It is well to know' that a mortgage is a transfer of title with
right of redemption upon the completion of its conditions. It is
sometimes called a ’’contingent conveyance.”"^
INSURANCE
It is a part of the mortgage that all insurance policies on
the mortgaged property shall be held by the bank and endorsed to
read ”payable in case of loss to the Co-opera-
tive Bank, mortgagee, as its interest may appear.”'^ I'hls protection
is vital to the bank and gives it first claim on the insurance draft.
All drafts, if this endorsement appears on the policy, are made
payable to the mortgagee as v/ell as the assured.
If the title is in the name of the mortgagor, all that is neces-
sary is to sign the Note and Mortgage and riders so that the Insurance
may be endorsed. If the mortgagor is married, both husband and wife
•w-Buildlng and Loan Association - Clark and Chase, Page 191
^-Standard Form of Insurance Rider
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must sign the papers. At this time the money is paid to the mort-
gagor and he in turn pays the attorney for his work. The many rami-
fications of a title have no place here, sufficient that it is found
clear
.
The attorney is paid a fee for examining the title, guarantee-
ing that it is clear, for drawing the mortgage papers, and for having
them properly signed and recorded.
He must use great care because in certifying a title he stands
responsible should the bank ever incur a loss in accepting a faulty
title on his approval.
The fees depend upon the attorney and his agreement w'lth the
bank, but are based somewhat on the schedule approved by the Massa-
chusetts Conveyancers’ i^-ssociatlon.
The following example of fees are those charged by Carpenter,
i^ay and Caiger, as attorneys for the V/orkingmens Co-operative Bank.
V/hen a new second mortgage has to be drawn or deeds made to transfer
the property, there is an additional charge made.
FEES AND EXPENSES FOR EXAMINING TITLE.
Up to and including $2000. $25.00
From $2001 to $5000. inclusive 35.00
From $5001 to $8000. inclusive 50.00
All Land Court Titles 25.00
Extra charges are to be made when two or more examinations are
required for one loan.
V.lien transfer is made at the time of executing the mortgage pa-
pers, an additional fee is to be paid by the buyer, to be fixed by
the Bank’s attorneys, the Bank to assume no liability on account of
same
.
When the title to be examined is in Essex, Middlesex North,
Plymouth, or in any County other than Suffolk, Middlesex South, or
Norfolk, an additional fee of from v'10.00 to $20.00 to be naid.
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determined by the distance from Boston. Car fares and hotel bills
are also to be added as additional charges.
Recording and other fees and services, drav/lng additional pa-
pers always extra, and to be paid by the borrower.”
The loan is no?/ placed, and details completed after paying the
attorney. If the monthly payments are made for approximately twelve
years the shares are matured and the loan is ready for repayment.
There is nothing that is required of a borrower during this time ex-
cepting that he make the monthly payments and keep the taxes paid.
There are two ways to repay a loan. One is by the application
of share values and the other is the direct reduction by the payment
of cash. It is very common to find both methods used and is the
only way a mortgage can be discharged previous to the maturity of
the shares.
Partial payments of Fifty Dollars (^50.) may be applied to the
loan at any time and serves to reduce the interest payment on every
succeeding month. Vvhen Tv;o Hundred Dollars (^pSOO.) has been so
applied, it releases one of the pledged shares. V.hen a share is
released it may be withdrav/n or continued as a free share. If it
is withdrawn it reduces the monthly dues payment One Dollar (^1.)
and as the interest payment is also reduced, another dollar, the
total reduction in payment is Two Dollars (^^2.) However, the share
may be continued as a free share and used to repay the loan in a
shorter period.
To discharge a mortgage the balance due must be paid. The
funds are received from different sources of which the application
of share values is the most important. '-^his method is used when
the shares mature and equal or exceed the mortgage or when the mort-
gage is paid off before maturity. It may be paid off as part of
the re-loan process, or for the purpose of transferring the mortgagor
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or because there is a v/ish to have no mortgage at all.
The balance due on the mortgage is found by figuring the value
of the pledged shares and any free shares that the mortgagor may have
and want included. This value subtracted from the face of the mort-
gage plus any arrears of interest, fines, taxes and insurance, is
the balance due. The balance must be paid in cash or a certified
check.
The papers that are returned to the shareholder when a discharge
has been affected, are the insurance policies properly released, the
cancelled Note, and cancelled pass book, the Mortgage and the dis-
charge of the Mortgage. The insurance policies should be sent to
the agent of the company for his assent to the release of interest
of the mortgagee, otherwise any fire loss draft will bear the name
of the mortgagee as one of the payees. The discharge must be re-
corded in the registry of deeds as being notice to all that the
mortgage has been discharged.
A partial release of the mortgage is granted when the balance
due on the mortgage is small enough to require only part of the
mortgaged premises as collateral or upon a cash payment. The bank
relinquishes all rights, title and Interest in that portion of the
mortgaged premises which is to be released. If there is no cash pay-
ment the mortgage payments continue as before.
CHAPTER 3.
RE-LOANS AND ADDITIONAL LOANS
A re-loan is a new first mortgage loan to a present borrov/er.
It must combine all mortgages that the bank holds on the property
into one and may be for a greater or lesser amount than the present
mortgages. It accomplishes this by discharging the old and v/riting
a new mortgage.
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To obtain such a loan the same proceedure is follov/ed as vjhen
placing a new mortgage. Tq determine the amount to apply for,
figure the balance due on the old mortgage, add to this the expense
of title examination, any outstanding tax and water bills or other
encumbrances that must be paid before title can pass. The new
shares must also be added, for in figuring the balance due the val-
ue of all the old shares is included. After arriving at this total
the net amount of cash wanted can be added and the grand total is
the amount of reloan to apply for
.
The cost of a re-loan is less than a new loan to an original
borrower, because the conveyancer cuts his fees in half, for example:
"”Re-loans or additional loans v/hen made to the original
borrower
:
Up to and including $2000. $12.50
From $2001. to $5000. inclusive, 17.50
From $5001. to $8000. inclusive, 25.00
hand Court re-loans or additional loans 25.00
When re-loans or additional loans are made to a person
other th^in the original borrower, regular fees to be
charged.
"
An original borrov;er is one who signed the Mortgage and the Note
that is being discharged by the re-loan. It is possible to reduce
fees because the run-dov.Ti of this title is comparatively simple,
there being but a short period of time for much to have happened.
^n Additional Loan is just what its name implies, a new loan in
addition to the old one. It is a new mortgage and note obtained
in the same manner as an original loan with the conveyancer's charges
being the same as a re-loan.
It is strictly speaking, a second mortgage but as the bank holds
the first mortgage, it may accept a second as long as all other legal
requirements are fulfilled.
^''‘Schedule in effect v;ith Carpenter, Nay & Caiger, Attorneys
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mThe old mortgage continues without change. The new mortgage
is carried on the same pass book and nayments are made on both at
the same time. The additional loan increases the monthly payments
of the borrov/er, but his original mortgage becomes fully paid in
twelve years from its date.
The re-loan in comparison, may possibly reduce the monthly
payment if the equity in the old mortgage is sufficient to equal
the amount of money needed. The maturity of the mortgage hov/ever,
is twelve years from the date of the re-loan.
CHAPTER 4
REDUCTION OF LOANS.
This section is peculiar to Co-operative Bank proceedure and
it is only by special statute that such provision is held legal.
The provision ismade to alter the terms of the mortgage and note in
as much as the value of the shares, ’’less such sums as will leave the
amount of the loan a multiple of Fifty Dollars ($50.) may be applied
as a credit to the amount of the loan.” Also the old” shares shall
become cancelled and new shares in the current series shall be issued
to the borrower in the proportion of one share to each two hundred
dollars of the loan remaining unpaid after the application of the
value.”
This is a copy of the reduction agreement as is found in Section
29, of the Statutes and must be '’endorsed or attached to the original
Note in the following form.”-«-
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The value of the shares herein pledged, less such sum as will
leave the amount of the loan a multiple of fifty dollars, amounting
to $ has this day been applied as a credit upon
this note leaving a balance due and unpaid of $
to secure which shares of series have
been issued, and are hereby transferred and pledged. For value re-
ceived, we and severally promise to pay to said corporation
or its order dollars at or before its monthly
meeting on the second Friday of each month thereafter, being the
amount of the monthly dues on the shares hereby substituted, and of
the monthly Interest upon said balance of together
with all fines chargeable by the by-laws of said corporation uuon
arrears of such payments until said substituted shares shall reach
maturity, or otherwise sooner to pay to said corporation, or irs
order, the said balance of ^ with interest
and fines as aforesaid.
Witness
,
Attached to and forming a part of note dated
signed by
Borrower
.
Treasurer
.
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and secured by a mortgage of real estate recorded with
Deeds, Book Page
"i^either the note evidencing the loan nor the mortgage securing
it shall be prejudiced by the application of the value and the change
of shares."
This section has proved of inestimable value in the present de-
pression. It has enabled the borrower to apply what share credits
he had to reduce his loan and to start off fresh for another twelve
year term without expense (only the approval of the Board of Direc-
tors being necessary) and without the permission of the second mort-
gagee if there is one.
Although no mention is made that arrears payments and municipal
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liens that take priority over a mortgage may be deducted from the
value of the shares before their application as a credit on the
loan, legal interpretation has held that such is permissible. This
interpretation has given a bit of flexibility and relief to many
borrowers and has saved much property from foreclosure.
A reduction of loan may be applied for whenever the loan can
be reduced, at least Fifty Dollars (|50.) by the application of
share credits. There is a variance of practice of v’ho shall sign
the reduction note. Some banks hold that the present owner of the
property has sufficient authority while others claim that not only
must the present owner sign, but also the original signer of the
note. The last opinion seems to have good legal ground as it holds
that a note cannot be altered without the consent of both parties.
V/hen there has been no transfer of the property the above question
could not arise.
CHAPTER 5
FORECLOSED PROPERTY
If no one ever defaulted or broke any of the mortgage cove-
nants, there would be no need for this chapter which has to do
with foreclosing the mortgage, but as the last two years has been
very difficult for all mortgagors, the co-operative bank has found
it necessary to protect its equity in many of its mortgage loans by
foreclosing
.
In the explanation of the mortgage in Chapter two, I referred
to the General Laws, Chapter 183, Section 23. This section states
A. The mortgagor shall pay all dues, interest and fines at stated
meetings. B. Shall pay all taxes and assessments levied on the
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mortgaged premises. C. Shall keep the building insured against
fire in a sum satisfactory to and for the benefit of the mortgagee
or in default shall on demant pay to the mortgagee his claim.
D. ^hall not suffer any strip or waste or any breach of any covenant
in the mortgage deed.
These are the Co-operative Banl-c Mortgage Conditions and are
known as the four reasons for foreclosure. The method of foreclos-
ing for a breach of these conditions is described in Section 32 of
the Co-operative Bank Statutes and is as follows: If a borrower is
in arrears for dues, interest or fines for more than four months,
or commits any other breach of the conditions of the mortgage, the
directors may after tv/enty-one days notice, mailed to the last known
address of the borrower, declare the shares forfeited. The balance
due on the mortgage is then due and payable’'and after six months shall
be enforced against the security and be recovered together with
interest as all debts are recovered at law."
The most coimnon reason for foreclosing is for non-payment of
dues and interest. There is but one notice sent to the borrower
and that, a registered letter after four months default. Previous
to this a borrower is seldom requested to make payments.
Until recently, foreclosing for taxes was practically unknown in
a co-operative bank as few banks keep any record of tax payments.
In the last year however, a number of banks have installed a tax
record system similar to the ones used by savings banks and trust
companies and in the future conditions may be different in this re-
spect .
The banks found it almost a necessity due to the fact that a
number of their borrowers had paid no taxes for tv^o and three years.
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Under the old system it often took a foreclosure sale to uncover
the fact that these taxes were outstanding. Following is a descrip-
tion of the tax problem:
The city or town in which the property is located has the legal
right to sell property for unpaid taxes. This they proceed to do
usually after about nine months from the issuance of the bills.
Taxes are assessed as of April first each year and the tax bills are
issued about Seutember first.
At the tax sale which is uublic, the city s-ells for the amount
of the tax and costs, any property which has been previously adver-
tised at least once for three successive weeks in a local paper.
The buyer who maj'- be any individual, or the city itself, receives a
City Deed. To make this grant effective, at least two years must
elapse and a petition to the Land Court must be made along with
other legal requirements.
The Co-operative Bank is vitally interest in the tax problem
because taxes and water liens are the only encumbrances that take
priority . over their mortgage. It is also Important to knov/ hov/
to redeem these taxes and the different releases that are received.
The Mortgagee’s Beceipt is the simplest form. It is given
by the city to a mortgagee who pays the tax. It is notice that the
mortgagee has a claim, not only for the mortgage, but also for the
tax. The tax in this case has not been sold, but is outstanding
on the books of the city.
The Certificate of Pederaption is also given by the city, but
as it is not the holder of the deed, it must reimburse the tax
title buyer in full.
A release of tax title may be given by any holder as may a
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deed, and so either the city or the tax title holder give these re-
leases when paid.
It is necessary to record these releases within thirty days
to have them valid.
Unpaid taxes therefor constitute a real problem to the banks
and hence the reason for such drastic action.
Inadequate insurance is also a menace to the bank’s mortgage.
A fire could v/ipe out the property and unless the bank’s interest
was fully insured, it would suffer a loss on its loan. It holds
the policy as the most effective way to control proper insurance
by the mortgagor.
V/aste and abandonment are vital provisions. It is very pos-
sible that the property may be abandoned and the bank cannot fore-
close for four months as there has been no breach of the mortgage.
This section gives the bank the right to protect its interest in
the event the mortgagee abuses the premises.
There are three ways to foreclose a mortgage, by entry, sale
and application to the court. The third method is rarely used,
and v/hile the first two may be employed separately, they are usual-
ly used together so that in the event of any mistake in either
method, a good foreclosure is still assured.
When a breach in the mortgage occurs this fact is brought to
the attention of the Board of Directors for their government. Upon
the vote of the Board, the Treasurer is authorized to foreclose
the mortgage.
The Entry must be made in a peaceable manner on the property,
^n authorized attorney, usually an officer of the bank, makes the
entry similar to this ”as the duly authorized attorney of the
Workingmens Co-operative Bank, I hereby take possession of this
property for the purpose of foreclosing the mortgage because of a
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breach of the mortgage conditions . Two witnesses must sign the
entry paper v.'hich must be sworn to before a Notary Public or Justice
of the Peace and recorded within thirty days. After two years, if
the breach has not been settled, the foreclosure becomes absolute.
To foreclose by sale, requires that the property be advertised
at least once for three successive weeks in a paper whose title page
states it is published in the to^^n where the property is located
and if there is no paper so published, a paper in an adjoining town
which has a circulation in the town in question. The first notice
must be published at least twenty-one days before the sale. The
advertisement states the rights of the seller to dispose of the
property describes the location, giving exact metes and bounds,
the dates and terms of sale and the name of the seller.
The sale may be stopped any time before the property is sold
by satisfying the mortgagee. This usually requires the payment of
all arrears, liens and the expenses of the proposed sale.
The sale may be adjourned by a payment satisfactory to the
mortgagee. In the event of adjournment, notice of the new date
is subsequently given.
The expenses for a foreclosure amount to about Seventy-Five
hollars (tVS.) The largest item is for advertising v/hich in Boston,
amounts to about Thirty Dollars ($50.) for three insertions. The
Bank’s attorney handles the drawing of the entry paper, preparing
the advertising and being present at the sale for counsel. His
charge is Twenty-Five Dollars ($25.) and if the property is sold,
Twenty-Five Dollars ($25.) more for drav/ing the foreclosure deed
and examining the title. The cost of putting up an auction sign
on the rremises approximates Five Dollars ($5.) and should be in-
cluded. A Five Dollar ($5.) charge is added for making an entry
^’Form recommended by Ca-^penter, Nay, & Caiger Attorneys, 73 Cornhill
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if it is made previous to the sale.
The entry is often made previous to the sale to obtain any
rents that may he due and to permit any necessary repairs to be
made, thereby protecting the property without being liable for tres-
passing .
If the property comes to sale, the auctioneer receives Fifteen
Dollars (vl5.) The total of these expenses which does not include
any repairs, will equal the Seventy-Five Dollars ($75.) mentioned.
It is necessary that the sale be held at the time advertised.
If no settlement has been made, the auctioneer reads the advertise-
ment and calls for bids. The property is then sold to the highest
bidder, subject to the terms of the advertisement. Property at
these sales is usually ’’sold subject to all municipal liens, tax
titles and other assessments, if any.” The buyer then assumes
these abligations.
The bank usually bids the property up to vhat it stands them
and if it is the highest bidder, takes title. If the property is
sold for more than the bank’s claim, other junior encumbrances are
next satisfied and if there is a balance after these encumbrances
have been satisfied, it is returned to the mortgagor. If the
property is sold to an outside bidder, the auctioneer is entitled
to a commission on the purchase price, usually four per cent.
It is the duty of the auctioneer to get the best price for the prop-
erty he can. In closing a sale he^ legally acts for both buyer and
seller and v/hen he gives a memoranda of the sale to the parties,
it is binding.
The mortgagee’s legal right to give .a deed is found in Chapter
168, Section 24, of the General Lav/s, as follows:
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”In case of non-payment of monthly dues, interest or fines, for
more than four months, or upon any other default of a covenant in the
mortgage, the mortgagee may sell the mortgaged premises or any portion
thereof by public auction, first by complying v.-ith the terms of the
mortgage and with the statutes relating to the foreclosure of mort-
gages by the exercise of a power of sale and then convey the same by
proper deed to the purchaser in fee simple. Such a sale shall for-
ever bar the mortgagor from all right and interest in lav; or equity
forever .
”
The foreclosure deed or deed under power of sale, is divided
into two parts. The first part is the granting section which is the
same as any deed. It provided for the names of the grantor and grantee
consideration paid, description of the property, and is signed by
the Treasurer of the Bank and his signature acknov;ledged, a copy of
the vote of the Board of Directors authorizing the Treasurer to sign
the deed is attached.
The second part is the affidavit. This is a sworn statement
and an explanation by the bank that it can convey the property. It
contains a copy of the advertisement of the sale.
This completes the foreclosure. It leaves the bank with the
insurance policies and the right to sue on the Note for the difference
between the sale price and the amount due the bank on the mortgage
if the sale price was less.
Such action is brought if the promisor has anything to sue for
and of course means litigation. The insurance company is asked to
remove the name of the assured, the bank guaranteeing to assume any
liability that may be incurred for return premium because of this
request. The bank can do this because of its rights under the Note.
Property that the bank does not sell at the sale, it carries on
its books as foreclosed property. It offers it for sale and may
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dispose it in a number of viays. The Co-operative Bank Statutes
Section thirty, say that "all Real Estate shall be sold within five
years after acquisition thereto; but the Commissioner may, on pe-
tition of the Security Committee and for cause, grant additional
time."
CHAPTER 6
TRANSFER OF MORTGAGE.
The transfer of the mortgage by the ov/ner may be accomplished
in two ways. A new mortgage may be drawn and the same proceedure
followed as previously explained in chapter 8, on placing a mort-
gage, or the shares may merely be transferred together with the
insurance.
In the second method, the equity in the shares is given to the
nev: owner and as they are pledged on the mortgage, there is no need
of rewriting it. This transfer costs two cents a share for the
State Tax and a twenty-five cent fee for the bank. It affects a
legal transfer, but there are two instances in vfh'' ch the original
signer of the Hote may find he is still connected with the mortgage.
The first connection was explained in the Reduction of Loan Chapter.
He may be required to sign an Agreement Hote as his Note is the one
held by the bank and second, he is the one personally liable, if
the bank incurs a loss upon a foreclosure. This second method of
transfer is by far the most common one, however and is similar to
the one followed by savings banks.
To transfer the insurance the assured signs riders transferring
his interest in the within named policies to the nev/ ovmer and has
the transfer assented to by the insurance company.
It is very necessary that the pass book be presented with all
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It is so essential that only in one or two exceptions,
can a transfer go through without it. The pass book is evidence
of payment on certain shares of the stock of the bank and unless it
is obtained there is a question whether those shares mentioned in
the pass book were ever legally transferred. Another important, point
^
"the owner of the shares must transfer them to the new owner.
This may be done directly or by power of attorney.
The rights of a second mortgagee who has legally foreclosed
his mortgage but who cannot obtain the pass book, should be explained.
In this case, before a new book can be issued, it is necessary to
see the second mortgage and examine the power of sale covenant to
determine if the shares were assigned. Also to determine if there
were a breach of the mortgage if the property was sold for less than
the amount of the second mortgage and if the sale were legal. If
all these conditions can be complied with, a book may be issued.
It is important that the shares be assigned in the second mort-
gage, otherv/ise the second mortgagee has no right to them and is not
entitled to a book. The shares are the personal property of the
mortgagor and their value is only applied to reduce the mortgage
V7hen a reduction of loan is granted or the mortgage reduced or dis-
charged.
If the second mortgagee at the sale received his claim,
or more, he has no right to shares as the mortgagor owes him nothing^
also it sometimes happens that there has been no assignment of the
shares in the second mortgage and the mortgage is foreclosed. The
only way the second mortgagee can obtain the advantage of the shares
is to have the bank forfeit them, apply their value on the mortgage
and issue new shares, one for each Tv/o Hundred Dol"' ars (iii>200.) left
owing
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CHAPTER 7
COMMON FORM MORTGAGE.
The bank may sell its foreclosed property on a co-onerative
bank mortgage, common form mortgage, or give a bond for a deed.
Section 30 of the Co-operative Bank Statutes covers this point.
such corporation may purchase at public or private sale, real
estate upon which it has a mortgage, and may sell and con-
vey the real estate and may take a mortgage in common form, etc."
The terms under which a co-operative bank mortgage is taken
by the bank in connection with the sale of foreclosed property, are
the same under all conditions with the exception that examination
of the property by the Security Coimriittee is usually waived in this
instance.
The common form mortgage as taken by a co-operative bank is the
same kind of a mortgage that is used in every other bank. It has
all the variation as to length of maturity and amounts of principle
and interest payments. ^ difference in this mortgage from the co-
i
operative bank type that is often overlooked is the lapse of time
before a breach and foreclosure. In the common form mortgage, a
lapse of one payment, usually a period of one month, make the whole
amoi-int of the mortgage due and payable.
The flexibility of a common form mortgage is a big asset.
Taxes, insurance, and other legal charges, may be added to the mort-
gage without upsetting any previous arrangements.
The cost of this type of mortgage to place, is very little.
It is only foreclosed property that can be so converted into a com-
mon form mortgage so the Security Coimnittee fee is waived, v/hile
the attorney fees are not over Twenty Dollars ($20.)
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When property is purchased there are always the adjustments
of taxes, water and insurance to make. The buyer must reimburse
the bank for these prepaid items that he is to receive the benefit
of.
The plan of payment of principle and interest may have many
variations. It may be monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or it may
have no provision for principle payments. There are hov;ever, two
common plans in use in co-operative banks. The first plan is a
mortgage written for a short period, one, three or five years, with
regular interest payments but small quarterly or semi-annual pay-
ments on the principle. The second plan is knov/n as the Monthly
Reduction Plan and is practiced very generally in New York in their
Building and Loan Associations.*
It provides that a payment of one per cent of the loan shall
be made each month and continue to be made until the mortgage is
paid or a new agreement drawn. The co-operative bank charges this
amount on its mortgages but the difference arises in the application
of the payments.
The co-operative bank method applies one half the payment
toward the purchase of shares on which dividends are paid and ^the
other half of the payment takes care of the interest charge. Under
this plan the mortgagor is both a borrower and a saver. Ke shares
equally in the profits of the bank but as these profits and pay-
ments on shares are not applied on the mortgage until its discharge,
or a reduction of loan is granted, any time before this application
he is liable for the full amount of- his loan, less the value of his
shares, which might be impaired if the association were in diffi-
culties .
^Monthly Reduction Plan-The Franklin Society, New York City Booklet
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The mortgagor is both a debtor and a creditor and this dual
capacity has its drav/back when a bank is in difficulty. Although
this is possible there has hardly been a loss in a co-operative
bank in the history of Massachusetts Co-operative Banks.
With a common form mortgage under the reduction of loan method,
there is a direct application of the payment. The interes is paid
first and the balance of the payment immediately reduces the princi-
ple and although the size of the payment remains the same, the amount
allocated to interest grows less while the principle payment in-
creases. ^'his plan has the advantage of being able to add taxes,
ins’orance or to waive principle payments by adding these amounts to
the mortgage and continuing on the nev; balance.
Common form mortgages may also be easily assigned, while an
assignment of a co-operative bank mortgage is more difficult.
The cost of a mortgage under the monthly reduction plan is less
than the co-operative bank mortgage. It takes 139 months or pay-
ments to fully pay a mortgage under the reduction plan v/hile it takes
from 142 to 146 months to repay a mortgage under the co-operative
bank plan. The difference in time depends upon the rate of divi-
dends paid. A bank that pays five ;.'er cent difidends matures its
shares in 146 months. The difference in cost of a mortgage under
the monthly reduction plan and a co-operative bank mortgage with shares
earning a five per cent dividend is seven months interest.
^ co-operative bank that pays six per cent dividends matures
its shares in 139 months and if it charged but six per cent interest,
it cou'’ d have the same total cost for its mortgage as is charged
under the monthly reduction plan.
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CEAPTER 8
REAL ESTATE UNDER AGREElilENT TO SELL
In the previous chapter, the bond for a deed was mentioned as
one method used with the selling of foreclosed property when taking
back a mortgage. Ordinarily the bond for a deed transaction needs
to be examined with great care as the bond is only as good as the
nerson v;ho gives it. In the co-operative bank there is no question
of validity or T'erformance on the bank’s part.
On the part of the individual, this condition is often the
reverse. If the other party to the deed is in poor financial or
moral shape, the bank does not v/ish to convey until the applicant
has proven his worth. The bond is a legal instrument which agrees
for consideration to convey the property described, upon the fulfil-
ment of certain conditions. The terms state the monthly payments
and the amount to be paid in before the deed is given and often
the amount of the mortgage to be taken back by the bank.
The carrying charges of the property are usually divided into
monthly payments and are paid with the principle and interest.
Carrying charges are taxes, betterments, assessments, v/ater and
insurance
.
The real estate broker is very prominent in the sale of fore-
closed property and the placing of these different mortgages and
bond agreements.
Very fev/ brokers receive the exclusive sale of property and
it is because sales are made through so many offices that the terms
vary so v;idely.
The usual broker’s commission of four per cent in and about
Boston is the customary fee and is based on the purchase price.
‘'hen there i s no sale but a bond for a deed given, the commission
is not due until the deed passes as all sales are made with the
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the clause ” commission to be paid when papers pass." and not when
a customer is found able, ready and v;illing to pay.
CHAPTER 9
Investments
.
Section 23 of the Statutes provide for the investment of un-
sold or surplus funds in "any of the securities named in the second
clause of section 54, chapter 168." This section is fo’jnd in the
Savings Bank Statutes and briefly limits the investment to Govern-
ment Bonds and ^ity Notes and Bonds. The restrictions on these
investments include mainly the size of the municipalities issuing
the indebtedness and their credit record.
The banks prefer to keep their portfolios in a very liquid
state and buy only those securities that may be quickly converted
into cash. Very few maturities are considered that exceed one or
two years. The reason is simple. Investments of their kind rarely
yield what mortgages do and the banks wish to be able to keep their
money working in the mortgage market and not in the investment mar-
ket.
The type of security legal for co-operative bank investment
is so carefully limited that there is no question of the safety of
the avilable securities. The question that does cause careful
consideration is hov/ to obtain the maximum yield. In this respect
bonds and notes are in competition with bank deposits. Trust
Companies and National Banks offer Certificate of Deposit, both
time and demand, while savings departments of these same institu-
tions often pay an attractive rate of dividends.
Certificates of Deposit are not mentioned any where in the
Statutes but have from custom, been accepted as a legal investment.
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The yields on these different types of investment vary consid-
erably v/ith money market conditions. In 19£9 Tovm and City tax
anticipation notes were yielding four to five per cent and were of
from one to six month maturities. Certificate of Deposit were
bringing three and one half per cent while bond yields were down.
In January 1931, the yield on notes is about tv^o per cent, Certi-
ficates of Deposit the same, while sound legal bonds are yielding
a little better than three and one half per cent.
In any event, when money accumulates in the banks faster than
it can be loaned, it is because of one or two reasons; first the
falling off of real estate loans, second, the increase of deposits.
It may be a combination of the two. The permission to sell paid
up shares and the right to sell prior issue shares which are about
to mature has enabled the banks to increase its capital almost at
w'ill. In fact in many of the smaller and newer banks, from twenty
five to fifty per cent of a bank’s proprietorship liabilities are
to certificate holders.* But, as w^as earlier stated, although the
capital of these institutions is unlimited, the number of shares
issued to bring in new capital is limited by good banking judgment
to the amount that can be loaned at a profit.
So that although there is a large surplus of funds in many
banks that yields less than the bank’s dividend by one to tv/o per
cent, this condition will soon change from necessity by either an
increased demand for real estate mortgages, retirement of shares,
or better, by a reduction in the dividend rate to more nearly equal
the yield from Investments.
Chapter 10
Conclusion.
The co-operative bank has a definite place in the financial
*3ank Commissioners Pepo’^t, 1930-Page 10
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structure. It conceived a method of saving that cannot be beaten
and that has been the basis of every budget or partial payment
scheme ever devised. It fills an important place in the savings
field v/hile in the economic world it is recognized as a. great sta-
bilizer of peoples. The home is known as the center of American
Ideals and it is this institution that has enabled thousands to
realize their ambition. The advantages of its mutuality are greater
now than ever before in this age of consolidation and amalgamation,
also the individuality of these institutions has been preserved.
The small saver or borrower can be as influential as his neighbor
in these banks.
Safety and stability have always been paramount in co-opera-
tive bank management and although the return on savings has been
much higher than any other savings institution in the State, they
have never sacrificed e-ither of their principles. It is a wonderful
record of service these banks have for although their investments
are ninety per cent in real estate, a very slow asset, the banks keep
practically no reserve and yet usually pay all withdrawals on demand.
There are few institutions that can boast of such a small loss ratio
and that have been so uniformly successful in the conduct of their
business. -^^^or all their success, hov/ever, the banks do need mod-
ernizing. They need up to date equipment and up to date minds to
supervise it, although a number have moved into new’ quarters, their
methods of doing business has not advanced with the times.
Systems that were used fifty years ago are still thought ’’good
enough.” Machine posting is a very new idea with many banks. How-
ever a change seems to be slowly on its way. Necessity through in-
creased competition in the mortgage field has awakened many banks
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from their inertia.
Co-operative banks have suddenly found that other agencies are
in the field and to meet this competition they have become more
closely allied, although still not good co-operators.
Most co-operative banks are members of the United States Build-
ing and Loan League and the Massachusetts State League. The Treas-
urers of the banks have a Treasurers’ Club, one which meets in -Boston
and one in the western part of the State.
The State League has just engaged a full time Secretary which
office compares v/ith the Secretaries of the Savings Banks Associa-
tion and Trust Company Association. Co-operative advertising is
being conducted both in the newspapers and by radio.
The educational work is carried on by the Savings and Loan
Institute and -Soston has a Chapter v>hich is now in its second year.
Very little legislation has ever been passed affecting co-opera-
tive banks. The main reason for this has been the lack of unity
among its members. Conditions in the smaller banks are often entire-
ly different from those in a larger institution. Also, many banks
as I previously said, have the same viewpoint now as they did when
they v/ere formed. It has therefore been difficult to get a bill
which was not opposed by as many of its own members as those who
favored it.
This year, 1931, the Massachusetts State League has filed ten
bills which vdll bring up to date co-operative banking. The most
important changes contemplated in these bills is a $12,000. loan
on real estate; the legalizing of common form mortgages; suspension
of principle payments when unemployment is the cause of default;
broadening the investment field to include public utility bonds
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and the creating of a legal reserve.
^ change that I believe would help the banks is the creating
of a system similar to the 'federal Reserve System that would allow
for expansion and the equalizing of loans and savings through the
loaning of excess capital in one section to another section needing
such capital. This is not a new thought by any means, a
similiar idea is used in New York State and has proved very bene-
ficial.
One of the great problems of the banks has been co-operation,
but with a full time Secretary on the job, his office vdll become,
no doubt, a clearing house of ideas and he a messenger of good will
striving for co-operation.
The possibilities of the banks depend to a large measure, hov/
they meet competition. Insurance companies and mail order houses
have been added to the list of competitors v/hich already includes
savings banks, trust and national banks. I believe the growth of
co-operative banks will continue, but not to such a marked degree
as in the last ten years, but in proportion to the increase in pop-
ulation.
The co-operative bank takes its place in the financial struc-
ture of the Country. It is a savings institution with a highly
specialized loaning policy. In classifying banks as investment,
commerical or savings, it is of course a savings bank.
It is a well managed institution that is economically sound
in principle and practice that has proven its worth and will contin-
ue to do so just so long as it provides the greatest service with
the minimum of expense.
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